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Question 1(14) 

A rural community in Queensland was estimated to have a population of 73,000 
during a census conducted on January 1st 2016. Of these, 3600 people were known to 
have been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes before this day. During 2016, the entire 
community was followed and 230 new cases of type 2 diabetes were diagnosed. 

(a) “What was the prevalence of type II diabetes in this community on January 1st

2016?”[2 Marks]

Prevalence= No. of cases/Total population 

 = 3600/73000 = 49.3 per 1000 people 

Hence, there was 49.3 per 1000 prevalence of type 2 diabetes in this community 

on January 1st 2016. 

(b) “What was the prevalence of type II diabetes in this community on 30th of
December 2016?” [2 marks]

Prevalence= No. of cases + No. Of incidence case / Total population 
 = 3600+230/73000 = 52.5 per 1000 people 

Hence, there was 52.5 per 1000 prevalence of type 2 diabetes in this community 

on 30th December 2016. 

(c) “What was the cumulative incidence of type II diabetes in this community
during 2016?” [4 Marks]

CI = Incident cases/Total population-diagnosed cases 
 = 230/73000-3600 
 = 3.31 per 1000 people 

“If during 2016 5,000 people from the entire community died and left the study area. 
Assume that these 5000 people and the 230 new cases of diabetes were healthy at 
least half of the year”.  

(d) What type of incidence you need to calculate [2 Marks]

Incidence rate needs to be calculated. 

(e) Calculate this type of incidence [4Marks]

Population=Total population-diagnosed cases 
 =73000-3600 

     = 69400 
Person years = Population * no. Of years of the study 

 = 69400 * 1 
 = 69400 py 

Out of entire population, 5000 died and 230 were new cases by the end of the year. 
But as per assumption 5000+230 = 5230 survived for at-least half of the year. 
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Question 1: [24] 

Read the following paper, and answer the questions below: 

“Wilcox AJ, Lie RT, Solvoll K, Taylor J, McConnaughey DR, Abyholm F, et al. 
Folic acid supplements and risk of facial clefts: national population based case-control 
study. BMJ 2007;334(7591):464.” 

(a) “What study design does this study employ?” [2 mark]

 This study employs a population based case control study design.
 Here two groups were formed and studied which is the case and the control

group.

(b) “What justification do the authors provide for conducting this study?” [2 marks]

 Folic acid supplementation during early pregnancy was associated with
reduced risk of neural tube defects. Folic acid deficiency is also known to
produce facial clefts in rodents but the association of the same in humans is
unknown.

 Hence, this study was conducted to know the association between folic acid
supplementation and facial clefts.

 The fact that peri-natal multivitamins and folic acid supplements were often
taken separately in Norway, which allowed them to distinguish the association
of cleft lip with or without cleft palate with folic acid from the weaker
association with multivitamins alone – a distinction not possible in earlier or
other studies.

(c) “Can the same research question could be explored in Randomised Controlled
trial, explain why yes or why not?” [4 marks]

Yes, it can be explored in randomised controlled trial. 
 The confounders would reduce and so there will not be any need of

adjustment.
 Random allocation of population would provide better results and the outcome

would not be pre-determined.
 Results are confirmed based on intervention.

1) The case group and control group would be from the same population without the
pre-determined outcome.

2) They would be randomly allocated based on intervention and controlled group.

(d) “What was the overall crude and adjusted OR of cleft lip with or without cleft
palate in those consuming ≥400μg of folic acid per day compared to no consumption
of folic acid.” [4 mark]
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Introduction 

The article of Golley et al. (2007) states about a randomised controlled trial carried out for 
twelve months on an effective parent led and family concentrated weight management 
programme or course with an aim to control childhood obesity. Obesity is an increasing severe 
medical condition highly influenced by the lifestyle factors which lead to various non-
communicable diseases at a later stage of life (AIHW, 2018). Hence, the authors have focused on 
an intervention which influences the lifestyle factors from parental as well as the child’s end and 
concluded to have seen a decrease in the Body Mass Index (BMI) and the standard deviation 
score (z score) among both the groups (that is, one group provided with parenting skills training 
and the other is provided with intensive lifestyle education along with the parenting skills 
training) as compared to the control group. It is both a physical and psychological approach, 
involving all family members to give a major exposure for the desired outcome. Another major 
observation was about results being gender based, where boys showed more number of positive 
results than girls, though the enrollment ratio was in contrast to it, and hence, this needs further 
analysis and study. 

Overview of the article 

Childhood obesity is the major subject of the article. Obesity is leading to several non-
communicable diseases at a later end of the life, the root cause of which is childhood obesity. As 
family members play a vital role in a child’s life, this article has provided an innovative approach 
to curb the problem by involving parents and also bringing consciousness among the children 
themselves to improve their lifestyle by evolving parenting skills through the training provided 
and age appropriate child modification strategies. These are assumed to benefit in lowering the 
Body Mass Index (BMI) among children. The main aim of the article was to know the efficiency 
of the approach in treating overweight children. 

The study design was randomised; single (assessor) blinded controlled trial with 111 individual 
overweight children (pre-pubertal) within 6-9 years of age. They were assigned randomly by a 
computer system, and so a systematic randomization was achieved by systematically parting the 
population to parental skill training along with thorough lifestyle education sessions (P + DA) or 
only for the parenting skill training (P) or the control group (WLC) with no intervention. All the 
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